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Correlation between the structure and magnetic properties ...

Structure and Magnetic Properties of a Chiral Two ...
The crystal structure of KRuO4 is refined at both 280 and 3.5 K from neutron powder data, and magnetic properties are reported for the first time. The scheelite structure, I41/a, is confirmed at both temperatures. Atomic positions of greater accuracy than the original 1954 X-ray study are reported. The rare Ru7+ ion resides in a site of distorted tetrahedral symmetry with nominal electronic ...

Structure and Magnetic Properties of KRuO4 - Inorganic ...
The structure and magnetic properties of Pt/LaMnO 3 bilayer film grown on (0 0 1) MgO substrate have been studied. Structural investigations demonstrate that the bilayer film is well epitaxial and possesses high-quality growth.

Structure and magnetic properties of epitaxial Pt/LaMnO3 ...
Experiment The Fe3O4 and CoFe2O4 nanoparticles are intensively Fe3O4 and CoFe2O4 nanoparticles were synthesized by a studied because of their interesting magnetic properties and high-temperature solution phase reaction of metal acetylaceto- wide applications in the information storage systems, magnetic nates (Fe(acac)3, Co(acac)2) with 1,2 ...

(PDF) Structure and magnetic properties of CoFe2O4 and ...
Structure and magnetic properties of VOSO4. It is isostructural with MoOPO4 and has chains of corner shared VO6 octahedra, parallel to the c axis, cross linked by corner shared tetrahedra. The vanadium is cooperatively displaced toward an oxygen to give a very short V-O distance (1.63 Å) characteristic of the vanadyl ion.

Structure and magnetic properties of VOSO4 - ResearchGate
The magnetic properties of the cobalt spinel-ferrite powder were investigated by analyzing the temperature dependence of initial magnetic permeability at a frequency of 1 kHz and curves of magnetization and its second derivatives with respect to the field (pulsed magnetic field strength up to 3T) were constructed with the use of a procedure ...

(PDF) Structure and magnetic properties of mechanically ...
ordered magnetic state at low temperatures.6 The situation is further complicated due to uncertainty in the crystal structure, which is a crucial component of understanding the magnetic properties and the magnetic-phase transition in any material. Raman-scatteringmeasurementsforNd 2Ir 2O 7 donotshowany evidence for development of additional ...

Structure and magnetic properties of the pyrochlore ...
Abstract. The structural and magnetic properties of NiFe 2 O 4 ultrafine powders synthesized by coprecipitation, a nonconventional method of preparation, were investigated. The samples were obtained by annealing at relatively low temperatures (300–600°C) and characterized by X-ray diffraction, Mössbauer spectroscopy,....

Structure and magnetic properties of nanostructured Ni ...
Structure And Magnetic Properties Of Magnetite (Fe 3 O 4) nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted considerable interest as a result of their attractive properties, such as their strong magnetic
moment, biocompatibility, chemical stability ...

**Structure And Magnetic Properties Of SiO2 Coated Co**
The structural and magnetic properties of 30% and 50% Co-doped ZnO have been investigated in order to determine the influence of the presence of Co3+ as a potential p-type dopant.

**Structure and Magnetic Properties of Co3O4 and ZnCo2O4**
This study investigated the structure and magnetic properties of CoFeV thin films with a thicknesses of 10 nm to 100 nm on a glass substrate. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the CoFeV films demonstrated a significant crystalline body-centered cubic (BCC) CoFe (110) structure when the thickness was between 60 and 100 nm, and an amorphous ...

**Structure and Magnetic Properties of CoFeV Thin Films ...**
As a magnetic field is applied and the strength of it increased, the domains of the material. change size and shape by the movement of the domain boundaries. In fields of high magnetic. strength, the magnetization becomes constant or saturated, known as the saturated magnetism.

**Structural and Magnetic Properties of Neodymium - Iron ...**
Structure and magnetic properties of hollandite Ba1.2Mn8O16 S Ishiwata 1,2,JWGBos,QHuang3 and R J Cava 1 Department of Chemistry, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544, USA 2 Department of Applied Physics, Waseda University, Ookubo, Shinjuku, Tokyo 169-8555, Japan 3 NIST Center for Neutron Research, National Institute of Standards and ...

**Structure and magnetic properties of hollandite Ba1 2Mn8O16**
Figure 5. The crystalline properties of the NPs affect their magnetic properties, especially Hc. The different crystalline properties of the cube- and sphere-like NPs result in their different magnetic performances, as shown in Figs 4(c) and 5. The measured Mr and Hc values for the sphere-like NPs...

**Correlation between particle size/domain structure and ...**
Science; There is a correlation between the structure and magnetic properties of ceramics. A team from Baltic Federal University (BFU) together with an international scientific group studied a correlation between the structure of ceramic materials based on bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3) and their magnetic properties.

**There is a correlation between the structure and magnetic ...**
The unique bamboo-like nanostructure was found in the product. Bamboo-like structure is achieved when the composition of 15 at% Co. The investigation of the mechanisms shows the special structures are related to the different diffusion rates of Ni and Co on the surface of AAO template. The work shows the possibility to control the sub ...

**THE STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF METAL AND ALLOY ...**
Structure and magnetic properties of ferromagnetic nanowires in self-assembled arrays H. Zeng,1,3,* R. Skomski,1,3 L. Menon,2,3 Y. Liu,3,4 S. Bandypadhyay,2,3 and D. J. Sellmyer1,3 1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588 2Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588 3Center for Materials Research and ...

**Structure and magnetic properties of ferromagnetic ...**

**STRUCTURE OF MATERIALS The Key to its Properties A ...**
Magnetic anisotropic nanocomposites have attracted tremendous interests, due to their unexpected
properties originating from the interactions of the interfaces except for the intrinsic features. In this work, we develop a facile solution chemistry synthesis method to prepare the one-dimensional (1D) Co-Fe$_3$O$_4$ heterostructures with hard ...
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